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Abstract
The goal of measurement was to set curves of
bending moment on the wing of a small aircraft
and establishing of the strain in dependence on
a flight conditions. The results were used for
design of the fatigue test of the connection
between the center wing and outer wing.

Indicated air speed Vias was calculated by
this equation:

Vias =

2∆p

ρ

(1)

and pressure altitude:
p
−1
p0
h=
(2)
− 0,0065
T0
where p is measured pressure, ρ is air
density and p0 and T0 is pressure and
temperature at the middle see level.
Data acquisition system ESAM Traveller Static
was used for recording of all needed values.
Data acquisition mounting is on Fig. 2.
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1 In Flight Measurements
Values measured during in flight testing:
- Responses from installed strain gauges
(left wing)
- Load factor at center of gravity
- Load factor at left wing
- Load factor at rear part of fuselage
- Static pressure
- Overall pressure
- Deflection of elevator
- Deflection of left aileron
Totally there were installed 35 strain gauges [1]
in 5 cuts along the wingspan. Typical example
of strain gauges placing is on Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 Placing of strain gauges

Fig. 2 Mounting of data acquisition system
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1.1 Calibration of Strain Gauges
Definition of a relation between forces
(moments) effecting the wing and responses
from strain gauges was needed for our purposes.
It was done by loading of collets placed on the
wing in two cuts (see Fig. 3).

result forces T1 a T2 divided by an effective
height of spars, then we can write for total shear
flow in the webs:

qv1 = qk 1 + qk 2 + qT 1

(3)

and

qv 2 = qk 2 + qT 2
I.

Strain gauges were installed on the webs of
spars and it is clear that the shear flow qk1 and
qk2 are affecting some total accuracy of
measurement, because they are not in continual
proportion with overall loading of wing.
Relation between response m of strain gauge
and overall loading of structure is done by
equation [3]:

III.

II.

IV.

Cut 9.

I.

IV.

II.

(4)

III.

T
Cut 11.

Fig. 3 Positions of applied calibration loads

The loading from 196,1N up to 1569N (at
196,1N) was applied on cut no. 9 in all four
points I., II., III. and IV. along chord of the
wing. Similar calibrations forces were applied
on cut no. 11 up to 785N. Total number of
calibration loads was 80.

1.2 Calculating of Calibration Coefficients
The strain gauges were installed by the producer
to the positions, where there is no possibility to
determine all components of loading. For this
reason the calibration was done for bending
moment and shear force only.

b11

b12
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.... b1 j
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b32
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(5)

mj

In our case we do not study a torque moment
(wrong placement of strain gauges), but we are
looking for the shearing force and bending
moment.
And now it is possible to deduce an equation for
calculating wanted coefficients b:
b ij = mnj

T

−1

* mnj

* mnj

T

* Tn´

(6)

where n is loading of calibration force Tn´ and
this force is applied at n places of structure
And probable error of estimate of shear values
gives this equation:

T1
T2
qk1

1

q

T1

2

q

T2

qk2

Fig. 4 Shear stress in wing structure

On Fig. 4 there is a shear stress in the wing
structure. If we take shear flow qT1 a qT2 as a

P.E.(T ) = 0.6745.

∑∈

2
V

n − (q + 1)

(7)

where
n
number of loads applied
q
number of terms in calibration equation
2
∑ ∈V sum of squares of the residuals
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which may be calculated from the relationship:

1.2 Measured Data

∑∈ = ∑(T )

Totally there were done 26 in flight
measurements with different conditions
(different load factor, speed and others) with
continuous data recording. Data were recorded
with sampling frequency 25 samples per second.
Measured data was recorded from internal
memory of data acquisition system ESAM
Static. From each performed flight there was
taken a part of data where the needed values
were correct and some mean values were
calculated from this part (Fig 5).

2
V

n

2

− b ij * m nj

T

´
n

*T

(8)

We can use the similar relationships for
calculating of calibration coefficients of bending
moment and their probable error of estimate.
Only suitable placed strain gauges were used in
all cuts and these were summarized. Next the
bending moment was calculated and calibration
coefficients were determined from applied
calibration force:
Cut
Coeff. Mo
Coeff. T

C3
18,73
-18,02

R3
22,98

R5
16,08

R7
13,29

R8
5,08

Tab. 1 Calibration coefficients in each cut along
wingspan

Probable error of estimate of shearing force and
bending moment are in Table 2.

P.E.(bmo)=
P.E.(bT)=

C3
0,103
0,221

R3
0,135

R5
0,100

R7
0,108

R8
0,071

Tab. 2 Probable error of estimate of shearing force and
bending moment

Now we can write equations in each cut for
calculating of shearing force and bending
moment with appropriated probable errors:

Fig. 5 Fundamentals of choosing measured data (needed
load factor 3)

Calculated bending moment and shearing force
was compared with measured and calculated
values. Typical graph of comparison is shown
on Fig. 6.

T = (−18, 02 ± 0, 22)(mt1C 3 + mt 2 C 3 ) (9)
M OC 3 = (18, 73 ± 0,10)mC 3

(10)

M OR 3 = (22, 98 ± 0,14)mR 3

(11)

M OR 5 = (16, 08 ± 0,10)mR 5

(12)

M OR 7 = (13, 29 ± 0,11)mR 7

(13)

M OR 8 = (5, 08 ± 0, 07)mR 8

(14)

where m.. is a response from given cut
For bending moments calculating were used
calibration coefficients calculated this way.

Fig. 6 Comparison of calculated bending moment with
measured bending moment

This way I confirmed calculating methods using
in a company that aircraft produce and
methodology of measurement of bending
moments too.
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2 In Flight Strain Measurement

For the strain measurement there was used
totally 15 strain gauges in cuts on the wing and
midsection wing. The in flight measurements
were done from minimal (-1,52) to maximal
(3,8) load factor in different weight
configurations. Totally were performed 22 in
flight measurements at 4 weight configurations.
Typical flight plan is on Fig. 7.

tuning the right values of the strain in each cuts
we found problems and the five loading forces
had to by dramatically changed to get a good
values on the strain gauges.
Cut R3
Upper
hinge
Lower
hinge

In flight
meas.
[MPa]

Strength
test meas.
[MPa]

Calculating
[MPa]

For fatig.
test
[MPa]

-9,5

-25,0

-16,5

-17,0

14,5

20,5

14,4

15,0

Tab. 3 Input data for fatigue test (example for cut R3)

2.1 Fatigue Test

The test arrangement contains fifth hydraulic
actuators for loading that were connecting to the
collets. The test arrangement is on Fig. 8. The
test specimen contains only main spars of the
left, right and center wing. To elude the turning
the spars, that spars were blockaded with onedirectional vehicles.

Fig. 7 Typical flight plan

From this measurement the maximal strain
(stress) was established for each cut and then
recalculate on load factor n = 1. In Aircraft
Testing Facility at Institute of Aerospace
Engineering we realized a static strength tests
both the wing and fuselage of the same aircraft
as we tested in flight.
This way we get tree sources of strain and stress
and we could prepare a fatigue test of
connection between the wing and center wing
(see Table 3). For this fatigue test there were
used only spar from all wing structures. Strain
gauges were installed on the same places as on
the flying aircraft and then we could easily to
set up the fatigue test correctly but during the

Fig. 8 Fatigue test arrangement

The forces at collets are shown in Table 4 for in
flight case.
F1
[N]
1730

F2
[N]
1730

F3
[N]
520

F4
[N]
552

F5
[N]
550

Tab. 4 Forces at collets
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2.2 Spectrum of Loading and Loading
Sequence

The load sequence was specified as a sequence
of type flight by flight with stochastic order of
loading levels. The sequence contains 216
flights which represents 144 flight hours if we
consider that the average flight takes 40 minute.
The main parameters of the test sequence are in
Table 5.
Count of
cycles
guest total
+
man.
[1]
[1]
5184 5400

Count of
cycles
guest rolling total
+
man.
[1/fl.] [1/fl.] [1/fl.]
24
1
25

Count of
cycles
guest
total
+
man.
[1/FH] [1/FH]
36
37,5

Tab. 5 Main parameters of the test sequence

Spectrum of the gusts and maneuvers for the
test were substituted by 11 levels marked I to
XI. Total count of cycles was about 750 cycles
per flight hour. Needed shortening was done by
cutting out of the cycles from the lowermost
levels X and XI to get optimal length of the test.
A modified spectrum used for the testing is
shown on Table 6.
Loading
level
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX

nh

nd

Frequency

[1]
4,500
4,315
3,946
3,585
3,249
2,890
2,533
2,170
1,812

[1]
-1,12
-1,02
-0,83
-0,64
-0,49
-0,32
-0,15
0,05
0,27

[1/sequence]
1
1
3
5
13
32
103
446
4580

Cumulative
frequency
[1/sequence]
1
2
5
10
23
55
158
604
5184

∆n

Frequency

[1]
0,543
0,508
0,432
0,354
0,276
0,198
0,120
0,042

[1/sequence]
1
11
123
1089
6833
27035
57236
41592

Cumulative
frequency
[1/sequence]
1
12
135
1224
8057
35092
92328
133920

Tab. 7 Rolling spectrum

There were planed an inspection during the
testing. All inspections were done by direct
visual method only.
After all 30th finished loading sequence was
strain measurement done with step of 0,25g up
to +3g and -1g.
The fatigue test is continuously running from
April 2009 up to these days (June 2010) and
during the inspection we found a three fatigue
cracks. Now we are watching the speed of the
propagation of the cracks.
3 Conclusion

If we look at the test setup (Fig. 8 and 9) we can
see that the test takes a very small space in a
testing laboratory but needed preparations
(vehicles and collets) are too much.

Tab. 6 Spectrum of the gusts and maneuvers

Rolling sequence was substituted with stepwise
form with eight levels containing 620 cycles per
hour (Table 7).

Fig. 9 Real test arrangement

In the Table 8 there are advantages and
disadvantages of this type of test. Between other
possibilities of the test arrangement is only
using complete structure of the center wing and
outer wings.
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Advantages
a little needed
space in a
testing
laboratory

Only the
center spar
with wing
easy inspection
spars

lower price for
the specimen

Whole
structure
of the wing

Disadvantages
many
preparations
(vehicles) for
the test
not the best
system of
loading
necessity to
tune the test on
the right strain

better
conformity
with real
structure

higher price for
the specimen

easy loading
of all loads
component

problem with
substitution of
the fuselage
(stiffness and
others)

lower number
of the test
preparations

poor inspection
possibilities

Fatigue test

Validation of the
calculation
method – in flight
measurement

Submission
of the test

Acquirement of
the strain on
critical parts of the
structure
In flight
measurement of
the strain

Static strength test
with strain
measurement

Tab. 8 Advantages and disadvantages of the testing
procedure

AIRCRAFT TESTING FACILITY
Process of the fatigue testing of the wing of a
small fourth seats aircraft or any similar is
shown on Fig. 10. This proposed procedure is
suitable as a complete (static and fatigue)
certification tests under the civil aircraft
authority. It depends on the money placed for
the testing but some parts should be omitted.
For example the validation of the calculation
methods it is not necessary to do it.

Possibilities of the
testing laboratory

Methodology of
the test

AIRCRAFT
AUTHORITY
(EASA, CAA)

Type of the test
and performance

Fig. 10 Process of the fatigue testing of the wing
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